17_050: "a month spent mostly with august picking him from school and also now
walking particularly to the south of stockholm for some work there and observing
clouds also while running or going over to jacek studio looking at cloud there by
the lake detecting several knights and babies but also cowboys and different
animals"
14_072: "not so much walking to begin with due to the northern european weather
but then driving with myrthe to our new mountain cottage in italy and walking
quite a bit in the city of trento to then also visit my parents in asiago and
taking a longer walk there and even trying to walk up the novegno mountain behind
our place but don't really managing till at last having a swedish artist friend
coming over and with him doing a lot of walking up also very much improvised up
and down the mountains and even through the pasubio galleries till at last going
back to sweden and doing a little walking with august in the gray södertälje prior
visiting

myrthe

and

talking

nice

small

walk

both

in

utrecht

and

later

in

maastricht also walking a bit with his brother on the hills"
16_073: "a month with many different weathers driving with a snow storm to our
mountain cottage in italy and then experiencing a very sunny period both in my
native asiago and in santa caterina exploring the many mountains there and also
experiencing the too hot winter weather in vicenza before going back to snowy
sweden and later move to holland finding a cold humid weather with some nice sunny
days"
18_069: "experiencing a lot of strong wind particularly in the night in our
mountain cottage in italy making all the trash out and even a roof covering some
sand flying and also experiencing a strong wind walking with a swedish friend up
the novegno mountain detecting many forces based on its exposure and at last also
experiencing quite some wind both while in sweden and particularly in utrecht
going out with myrthe for a pizza at night"
07_065: "an italian guy met on my first visit to the netherlands going by train to
visit myrthe and then a crazy and pervert finnish guy met on a walk with august to
södertälje center before also meeting a few arabs again traveling back and forth
to myrthe this time by train and at last people met while in boston for a
conference such as an italian researchers who made his money doing internet
administration and a pakistani writer introduced to me by my former neighbour
blake as well as an estonian art critique and a waiter from the conference
reception"
09_093: "beside yet another airplane crash i heard of while in italy on vacation
reading news on newspapers there this month was characterized by a lot of terror
attacks causing several deaths but also a lot of indignation particularly due to a
shooting in a comic magazine office in france even if a lot of more people are
dying every where else like still in syria but also in the ukraine"

03_073: "music heard over christmas in maastricht while with myrhte's relative
listening to kid's music which also was similar to swedish children songs i knew
and then attending also the mass and hearing songs there and later in the car
driving all the way to italy having myrthe writing down songs for me while i drove
and also having myrthe singing several songs and even hearing italian songs from
my youth at the restaurants and shops where we were mostly in the small town of
schio"
06_039: "finally resuming running now after the winter and all the traveling
buying daily entrances at a gym in utrecht and running on an elliptical machine
there but finding it way too easy and having to adjust it to make it more
difficult but then also coming back to sweden and running on the elliptical
trainer at the university gym doing good but then feeling a bit tired in the end
too used to seating for my thesis"
01_133: "a month started in my new cottage in the mountains doing a bit of fixing
but also a lot of walking in the sun and mostly taking care of the lighting of the
fire and later going shortly to sweden in my new little room but getting things
working rather functionally doing activities in either my little room or the
kitchen o the bathroom but feeling rather nervous in such a small environment with
also little august and the snow out forcing us to keep inside but anyway managing
later to go to the netherlands and spend a whole week not only on my thesis but
also building a prototype of my case study and also doing a smaller version of it
beck in sweden to then feel a bit lacking activities to do with both myrthe and
august coming over"
15_062: "a quite depressing month away from the sunny south and working hard both
on my thesis but especially on a prototype of my tomb feeling quite down in the
netherlands with myrthe working very late and feeling very nervous in my little
room in sweden especially with little august but feeling at last happy for him
after discovering that his mom found a rich guy"
04_062: "not so much bad air to begin with being mostly at home and also while in
the netherlands walking around maastricht and experiencing little traffic and
mostly experiencing much more traffic walking through stockholm and also driving
august around while he is sick and then breathing quite clean air back home other
than little traffic walking mostly in town"
02_129: "a winter month with a lot of movies watched affecting my imagination but
also an intermediate period spent very much out in the alps getting back the
mountain landscape but particularly the snow to then come back here in sweden and
getting quite affected in my dreams by my new roommates and particularly a
sicilian guy with which we talked a lot about his village"
12_048:"recording mostly while in italy searching for a land in the amazing
environment around the lake iseo where i took very long walks in the sun going

from one village to another along the coast but also in the beautiful monte isola
before finally finding a place in alps nearby my native highlands and taking
solitary walks there in between having other guests over and really appreciating
the sublime altitude and the sun while still reflecting on my human condition"
10_095: "films shot over a month in the netherlands visiting a few other cities
than utrecht but then going to venice for the architectural biennial and not
really filming too much because of the rainy weather but then finding a more
stable weather still exploring for a place to by in northern italy and then
spending time off and on in sweden mostly taking small walks with august to
finally film back in the netherlands particularly in utrecht"
17_051: "a month characterized by a lot of women seen in the clouds as well as a
lot of open african animals mouths with several heads and skulls and a skeleton
all captured during a cold winter month spent entirely in stockholm writing
proposals at the library as well as taking small walks to pick little august at
school or out running by the frozen water"
14_073: "Not much walking to begin with because of the snow and bad weather and
even a flu but then getting soon better and taking long walks by myself and a bit
with august around town mostly with the excuse to go shopping but also walking
with him on a beautiful day in stockholm all along the water to the ethnographic
museum and at last flying to dublin and here taking very extensive walks first in
the city going also in very bad neighborhoods and later with other artists of the
exhibition i was taking part of but then taking solitary walks going by bus to the
wiklow mountains exploring a beautiful valley there"

